You don't often see a photo of a freshly rescued dog in the lap of the co-pilot, as they're usually in crates. But Pops was the lone rescue dog on this Pilots N Paws flight to his new beginning and the hope in his eyes is evident as he looks out of the cockpit window. From Long Beach, California to the San Francisco Bay Area, Muttville Senior Dog Rescue said “Yes” to Pops as he awaited his forever home. He almost didn't make it, but with seven rescue advocates rooting and working for his rescue, he is safe forever more. 

Pops is one special dog.
Pops, held by Caryl, Pilots N Paws co-pilot. Photo: Muttville Senior Dog Rescue
Pops, now safe at Muttville Senior Dog Rescue, San Francisco. Photo: Muttville Senior Dog Rescue
Pops, after being groomed, is one stylin' doggy! Photo: Muttville Senior Dog Rescue